
Change is challenging, but as we’ve seen in the last year, 
businesses can make decisions overnight, organizations 
can experiment with confidence, companies can undergo 
profound transformation without pronounced bureaucracy. 

2020 showed us what we were capable of; 2021 will show 
us how far we can go. Already, financial leaders around the 
globe are sharing their cautious optimism about revenue 
increases and reaching pre-pandemic levels of business. 

Tapping into this momentum takes a good, long look at the 
way you’ve always done things – plus a commitment to 
continuous improvement.

Solution:

Concur Travel & Expense

Concur Request

Result: 

Reshape travel and spend management into a smooth, digital 
workflow, making sure each part of the process is running at peak 
efficiency and delivering the results you need.   

Add pre-spend approval to their processes, delivering proactive 
control over spending.

It’s easier to 
build momentum 
with the 
right tools. 

SAP Concur solutions fit your goals, 
wherever you want to go.
As your business moves forward, your policies and processes may not be able to keep up. 
Put the right tools in place, and you can see your spending, manage your travel, and break 
down the barriers that hold your budgets back. 

Finance Leaders: Put systems in place to protect the bottom line and keep 
compliance in control. 

Program Administrators: Improve policies and workflows while strengthening 
cost controls and simplifying processes for every employee.

Explore the two following sets of tools for ways to make it happen.

Foresight
Add preapprovals to your process, and you can see the 
future of everything from spending to safety. 



Use Artificial Intelligence (AI), machine learning, and SAP Concur 
experts to ensure every expense gets the right scrutiny, you get 
accurate analytics, and your business gets more control.

Oversight

Solution: Result: 

Audit Services Turn cumbersome audit processes over to audit experts, so finance 
teams – fueled by AI technology – can turn their attention to 
improving policies, processes, and the business’s financial health.  

Concur Tax Assurance  
by VATBox

Use intelligent technology to improve VAT reclaim – capturing and 
enriching data and adapting to each market’s rules – so you can 
efficiently meet requirements and bring more funds back into  
the business.

Intelligence /  
Consultative Intelligence

Deliver visibility into spending and key metrics (including custom 
analytics compiled by reporting experts), offering insight into what’s 
working and where to improve. 

You can only move forward if you know what you can spend. 
You can’t build momentum without financial flexibility, and for a business to be that agile, 
it requires visibility. SAP Concur solutions show you where you stand financially, so you 
can make more informed decisions faster.  

For more information, talk to an SAP Concur sales executive or visit concur.com

http://concur.com

